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Key Ideas
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This formatting is easy to understand 
and organized efficiently

◉ Keep Information Condensed- Highlight main topics. 
Encourage website visitors discover information. Not 
all historic information needs to be given up front.

◉ Consistency with featured Information- The model 
of the vehicle showcase cars is great- use this when 
introducing more information. 

◉ Add more pictures- more images less text for the 
most part.
○ Cars
○ Events
○ Visitors

◉ Update and Emphasize Events- keep visitors updated 
and engaged with museum happenings
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Current Website Organization
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Updated Website Organization



◉ Vehicle Showcase
◉ Hours & Admission Cost

○ Possibly condense this to save 
space ($10, $7, and free; see 
example)

◉ Store
◉ Buy Membership
◉ Calendar
◉ Footer (Trip Advisor, Facebook, Twitter, 

Flicker)
○ Add Instagram and YouTube
○ Is Flickr needed/used still?

Overall: Could condense some Admissions 
details. Also, consider finding ways to feature 
more media (Newsletter, Videos, etc.) on the 
Homepage.

Homepage

Admission

General Admission: 
$10

Discount: $7
-Seniors 65+
-Children (12-18)
-Military

Free Admission
-Members
-Children under 12

*Group rates available.



Visit

◉ Hours & Admission: Repeated from Homepage
○ Needed in two spots?

◉ Address and Parking: These have similar content
○ Could these be condensed & combined 

together?
◉ Food & Drink: Make this simpler 

○ “We do not allow food & drinks in the 
museum.”

○ Could replace this box with details on the 
Guided Museum Tour (gets rid of that 
webpage)

Overall: Combine both Visiting Info and Guided Museum 
Tours into one Visit page. Condense some more 
information for the sake of clarity (consider some more 
drastic structure changes as well).



◉ Our Collection: Creative timeline of 
museum & cars

◉ Vehicle Showcase: Three exploratory 
pages
○ Curved Dash Oldsmobile
○ 1953 NASCAR Race Car
○ 1906 Mama & Baby REO

◉ Lansing & Lawnmowers: 
○ Needs more pictures (lots of text)
○ Consider changing formatting to 

match “Our Collection”?

Overall: Good! Could use some updates of 
pictures and potentially any new exhibits

Exhibits



◉ Membership: Could these be linked 
directly to the store?
○ It might redirect traffic towards 

purchasing them
◉ Sponsors: Directed to sponsor websites
◉ Donations:

○ Lots of repeated information (how to 
donate, contact, etc.)

○ Hard to get a sense of everything 
needed when the pages are seperate

○ Would be nice to have one page of 
all possible donation options

◉ Auto Adoption Program: This seems 
cool/good way to support but is hidden in 
the website

Overall: Seems like Vehicle Donations, 
Memorabilia Donations, and Museum Wishlist 
could be condensed into a briefer page of 
donations

Support



Store: books, posters, mugs, hats, 
bumper stickers, patch, t-shirt

◉ Might be worth checking: Is 
everything in the museum 
shop online? Or vice versa?

Overall: Looks good, consider 
redirecting membership tab 
here?

Store



◉ Boardroom Rentals
◉ Museum Rentals

○ Change to “Museum Space 
Rentals”?

◉ Wedding Car Rentals
○ Change name to “Car 

Rental”?
○ The pictures do not expand 

for further viewing like on 
the other rental pages

Overall: Some name changes may help 
with clarification, potentially make it look 
like the “Our Collection Page”?

Facility Rentals



◉ Newsletter: These have interesting content
○ Should be featured more!

◉ Videos: 7 current videos
○ Showcase more?

◉ In the News:  Featured articles about the 
cars & museum
○ Last article is from 2017…
○ Decide to keep & update or remove 

completely
◉ American Pickers: One video from the show

○ Remove this section & just add to 
“Videos”

Overall: Needs some updating…and possibly 
condensing. Find a way to feature these better!!
 
Could the monthly newsletter be on the Homepage 
when it is released? Rotate new videos (360?) on 
the Homepage?

Media



◉ Car Capital Auto Show: Good 
info- when, where, when…)

◉ Car Raffle: Good Info, proceeds, 
winner..)

◉ Calendar of Events: Looks much 
better!
○ Make sure events and the 

location are clearly 
explained.

○ Check to ensure consistent 
punctuation.

Overall: Good info, really fixed the 
calendar!! Great information and easy to 
follow!

Events



About
◉ About Us: Our collection & museum background
◉ Employment Opportunities: Positions

○ Might be worth featuring new positions on the 
Homepage on occasion?

◉ Contributions of R. E. Olds
◉ Car Clubs & Links of Interest: external links to these

○ These should not be in the “About”; they redirect 
elsewhere (want to keep users on your page for 
an About)

Overall: These are organized well in general but could 
potentially use some updates (lengthy content). 

Consider redirecting Car Clubs & Links of Interest to Media.

Contact: Phone number and email

Overall: Could “About” and “Content” be combined?

About / Contact



**If you just click on “Research,” it redirects 
you to a blank page

◉ CDO Drawings: blueprints for 
different car parts
○ Some of these links are 

broken
○ Who is using this section?

◉ Ask Ransom: Q&A style
○ Only two questions, is this 

needed?
○ Can we expand this?

Overall: This section seems unnecessary.
If needed, these could be added to 
“Media.” Evaluate if these should be kept 
(& redirected) or removed for clarity.

Research



Conclusion

◉ Main Points: Clarify, Condense, & Consistency

○ Having less content, but with stronger intents will allow you to communicate the 
necessary information without overwhelming your users.

○ Every page, option, and click matters!

◉ Major Aspects to Address:

○ Support: Repeated information about donations, too many different pages for 
similar actions -> Condense into less pages but retain needed specifics

○ Media: Showcase the amazing content better (Homepage!) and update existing pages

○ Research: Determine the user base for this content and decide if it is worth keeping
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Thank you!

Any questions for us?
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